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1. INTJ~~DUCTI~N 
In recent years many authors have studied the existence of 
-du+u=g(x, 24) in RN, 
UE H’(RN), u>O in RN (N>2), 
(1.1) 
where the nonlinearity is subcritical, which roughly speaking means that 
g(x, u) 1~1 -(N+2MN--2) goes to 0 as 1~1 -+ cc (at least if Na 3). See, for 
instance, Strauss [ 171, Berestycki and Lions [7], Lions [13], Ding and 
Ni [9], Stuart [18], and Bahri and Lions [S]. To the author’s knowledge, 
most of these works assumed that there exists a trivial solution, namely 0, 
for (1.1). There seems to have been very little progress on existence theory 
for (1.1) without trivial solutions. 
In the present paper, we study positive solutions of the semilinear elliptic 
equation 
--du+u=u”+f(x) in RN, 
UE H1(RN), u>O in RN (N>2), 
(1.2) 
where f(x) E L2(RN), f(x) > 0, and 1 <p < (N + 2)/(N - 2) (N 2 3), 
1 < p < +co (N = 2), moreover f(x) f 0. This problem is a specific model 
for (1.1) without trivial solutions and presents specific mathematical 
difficulties. Indeed, if there exist various general methods to solve the 
analogue (1.2) in bounded domains (see [3, 4, 15, 191). these arguments 
break down in the above situation because Sobolev compact embedding 
theorems are lacking. 
It is well-known that -A + 1 defines an isomorphism from H2(RN) to 
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L2(RN). Thus the existence of at least one solution of (1.2) for llfllL2 small 
enough is a straightforward application of the implicit function theorem. 
Then a natural question is whether another solution exists. Hence the main 
interest of the present paper is the existence of a second positive solution. 
In order to get multiple solutions, we take advantage of the variational 
structure of the problem (1.2) and try to obtain the multiple critical points 
of the energy functional. But difficulty arises because the compactness of 
embedding H1(RN)~L2(RN) is no longer true and therefore the energy 
functional associated with (1.2) fails to satisfy the Palais-Smale (PS) 
condition. Fortunately, the concentration compactness method developed 
by P. L. Lions (cf. [14, 5, 6, 201 allows us to predict the loss of compact- 
ness for sequences of approximate solutions of (1.2) (i.e., Palais-Smale 
sequences): such sequences break into finite numbers of pieces, namely the 
so-called “particles,” which are centered at points whose inter distances go 
to infinity. Roughly speaking, such a phenomenon shows that the energy 
functional preserves the (PS) compactness except for some “bad” energy 
levels. In this paper, we devote most efforts to avoiding these “bad” levels 
by computing the interaction of “two particles.” Provided the L* norm of 
f small enough and the decay off fast enough, we prove that the problem 
(1.2) has at least two positive solutions. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In order to get the existence of positive solutions for (1.2), we consider 
the energy functional Z of problem (1.2): 
z(U)=~~RNIvu,*+u*~x-~~ (u+)p+ldx 
RN 
- s RNfw dx for 24 E H’(RN). (2-l) 
By the strong maximum principle, it is easy to check that critical points of 
Z are the positive solutions of (1.2). Recall that H’(RN) is the space of the 
closure of C,“(R”‘) under the norm 
We introduce the equation 
-Au+u=uP in RN, 
u>o in RN, u(x) + 0 as IxI+ +CO. 
(2.2) 
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Recall that (2.2) has a positive radial smooth solution, denoted by o(x) 
(from [12], w(x) is the unique positive solution of (2.2) up to translation), 
and o(x) satisfies (see ES, 11, 161 for instance) 
o(x) IXp-1)‘2 exp(lxl)+c>O as [xl + +oo, (2.3) 
w’(r) dN - ‘)I2 exp r -+ -c, as r= 1x1 --t +co. (2.4) 
The energy functional of (2.2) is 
r-(u)=; jRN IVu12+u2dx-&I (U+)P+‘, for UE II’( (2.5) 
~~ 
We denote 
Jm=zm(co)>O, (2.6) 
S” =inf j/u]l’ jRN lulp+i dx- 1) 
1 I 
It is easy to show that J” and S” have the relation 
(2.7) 
Let us recali that a (PS) sequence for 1 is a sequence (un> c H’(RN), 
satisfying 
(I(u,J} is bounded, Z’(u,) + 0 in H-‘(RN). (2.9) 
We may show easily that I does not satisfy the (PS) condition, i.e., 
that there exist (PS) sequences for which no subsequence converges. The 
following proposition provides the precise description for the (PS) 
sequences of I. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let (u”} be a (PS) sequence for Z. Then, there exists 
a subsequence (still denoted by (u”}) f or which the following holds: there 
exist an integer m > 0, sequences (xb) c RN for 1 < i < m, and a sol~rion 6 
of (1.2), such that 
u, 7 ii in H’(F), (2.10) 
Z(u,) T Z(C) + mJoo, (2.11) 
u,- ii+ f w(.-XI) 
( 
y-+0, 
i=l > 
(2.12) 
1-q T +@a 1x;-xg ---p+ +a, for l<i#j<m, (2.13) 
where we agree that in the case m = 0 the above holds without w, {XL}. 
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This result can be derived directly from the arguments in [14] (or 
[S, 6, 201). Here we only need to show that any (PS) sequence {u, > is 
bounded in H ‘(RN). Indeed, by Z’(U,) + 0 in H- ‘(RN), we have 
jRN IVunl*+++ jRNWp+’ dx- jRNfbh4x= <L, u,), (2.14) 
where c, n’ 0 in H- ‘(RN). 
Since there exists a constant C > 0 such that, for all n, 
we have 
Therefore, by Young’s inequality, we deduce that {u,} is bounded in 
H’(RN). 
3. LOCAL MINIMUM AND ITS DECAY 
In this section, we study the existence of a local minimum for the energy 
functional (2.1) and its properties. Denote 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume lRNf(x)* dx < c(p, N); then there exists a positive 
constant p. such that Z(u)>Ofor any u~Sp~= {uEW’(R~) I IJulI =po}. 
Proof. We consider the function h(t): [O, +co) -+ R defined by 
1 
h(t) = z t - & (s-yp+1)/2 tP. 
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It is easy to show that there exists a unique t, > 0 achieving the maximum 
of h(t). Indeed, since 
h’(l,)=l- p * p+l (p)--(F+W2 g-1 =rJ 
we have 
Then, we have 
Choosing p0 = to, we deduce, for all u E SpO, 
= to [hit,) - ( JRNfz dx)li2] (3.3) 
And the combination of (3.2) and (3.3) immediately yields 
m4Is,>,O Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.1. From the above argument, we know that for E >O small 
enough there exists a S > 0, such that Z(U) 2 --E for any UE 
(~eff~(R~) 1~0-6s Ml GPO). 
For the constant p. in Lemma 3.1 we denote 
BP,,= (-H*(RN) I II4 <PO>- 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Assume fRNf2(x) dx < c(p, N); then there exists 
u. E 3, such that I( uo) = inf(l(u) I u E BP0 f < 0 and u. is a positive solution 
of(1.2). 
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Proof: Since f&O, we can choose a function cp E H1(RN) such that 
JR~f(x)q(x)dx>O. For n~(O,+co), we have 
((p+)P+’ dx 
- 2 ~RJ-(x) cp(x) dx. 
Then, for il small enough, 
Z(kp) < 0. 
So, we know that 
inf(Z(u) 1 r4 E I?,,} < 0. 
From Remark 3.1, we know that there exists &,<P~ such that 
Z(u) 2 $ inf{Z(u) 1 2.4 E B,,} (3.4) 
for any UE {ucH’(ZV) 1 Z&G llull <pO}. 
Let {u,,} be a minimizing sequence of inf{Z(u) ( u~B,,,}. By (3.4), 
without loss of generality, we may assume 
{%JCBp~= {u~wRN) I II4 <A). (3.5) 
Let BP0 be endowed with the metric 
dist(ul, u2) = I/u1 - 41, for ur, u,EB,,; 
then BP0 becomes a complete metrical space. By the general perturbation 
principle due to Ekeland [lo], we may assume that every U, is the mini- 
mum of 
inf{Z(u)+6, JIu,-2411 I uEBPO} (3.6) 
for some 6, > 0 such that 6,~ 0. 
Then, by (3.5), “elementary” differential calculus yields 
-du”+u”-(u,+)p--f(X)~O in H-‘(RN); 
i.e., {u,} is a (PS) sequence for I. 
By Proposition 2.1, there exist a subsequence (still denoted by {Us} ), an 
integer m > 0, sequences {XI}, 1 d i < m, and a solution ii of (1.2) such that 
asn+co, 
u, - ii in H1(RN), (3.7) 
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u,(x) = ii(x) + -f w(x - xi) + o(l), 
j=l 
inf{Z(u) 1 u E BP,} = Z(U) + mJ”. 
Then, by the combination of (3.7) and (3.9), we get 
iiEBPO and m = 0. 
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(3.8) 
(3.9) 
So, we have completed the proof. Q.E.D. 
The following lemma gives the asymptotic behavior of positive solutions 
of (1.2) which we will use later on. Here we adapt some ideas of 
Stuart [18] to prove the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let u be a positive solution of (1.2) and assume 
f(x)GCw(-(1 +E) Ixl), for any x E RN, 
for some positive constants E, C. 
Then, for any 6 > 0, there exist positive constants C,, C, .such that 
C,exp(-(l+6)Ixl)~u(x)~C,exp(-(l-6)IxJ), (3.10) 
for all x E RN. 
Proof: First of all, we prove that 
u(x)+ 0, as 1x1 + +co. 
Indeed for a solution u(x) of (1.2), u(x) satisfies 
-Adu+u=uP+f(x) in H-‘(RN). 
Let us consider the case N 2 3 first. Denote 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
N+2-a 
‘= N-2 ’ where c E (0,4). 
We claim that UE Lpm(RN), where 
2N 
‘“=(N-2)-(l+p+ ... +~~-‘)a 
(3.13) 
and m satisfies 
(N-2)-(l+p+ ... +~“-~+p”‘)o 
<O<(N-2)-(l+p+ ... +pmP1)g (3.14) 
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(if (N-2)-(1 +p+ ... +p”-l),=O, pm is any number in (2,+00)). In 
fact, since U(X) E H’(F) c L2N’(N-2)(RN), we get 
up E L9’( RN), 
2N 2N 
-. --1- 
‘l=N4 ’ -(N+2+ 
then, by the assumption onf(x), 
up +f(x) E L”(RN). 
By the Calderon-Zygmund inequality and Proposition 27 (in [8, Chapter II, 
p. 8, or Proposition 4.3 in [18]), we have 
u E W2,q’(RN). 
Therefore, by the Sobolev inequality, we get 
u E Lp’(RN), N-q, 
2N - = 
‘l=N-2q, N-2-a 
Now, we prove the result by iteration. Suppose 
u E Lpk( RN), 
2N 
‘“=(N-2)-(1+p+ ... +pk-‘)o 
(3.15) 
(N-2)-(l+p+ ... +pk-‘)o>o. 
By the assumption onf(x), we know 
where 
2N(N- 2) 
q*+1=Pr”=(N+2-(r)[(N-2)-(1+p+ . . . +pk-I).]. 
Applying the Calderon-Zygmund inequality and Proposition 27 (in [8, 
chapter II, p. 8, or Proposition 4.3 in [lS]), we get 
UE W2,qk+‘(RN). 
We may assume (N-2)-(l+p+ ... +#)o>O (otherwise, we have 
(3.13) and (3.14)). 
By the Sobolev inequality, we deduce 
UE Lpk+‘(RN), 
Nqk.1 2N 
Pk+1=N-2qk+1=(N-2)-(1+p+ ... +pk)o’ 
(3.16) 
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if N=2qk+, (i.e., (N-2)-(1 +p+ s-e +pk)a=O), pk+l should be any 
number (2, + co). 
So, by p > 1, there exists a nonnegative integer m such that u E Lpm(RN), 
and (3.13), (3.14) hold. 
Moreover, we also have 
UE w 2Tqm+‘(RN), qm  + 1 = Pm/P 
and 
N-Q,,,+1 = N(N-2) [(N-2)-(l+p+ 
p,(N+2-a) 
... +p”)a]<O 
(if (N-2)-(l+p+ ... + p”)a = 0, we choose p, large enough such that 
N-kn,, CO). 
We deduce that UE C(RN) by the Sobolev embedding and also note the 
Sobolev embedding constants are independent of domains (Lemma 5.15 in 
Cl]); then there exists a constant C, s.t. for all re (2, +CQ) 
(3.17) 
Since UE WZsqm+I(RN), we get (by (3.17)) 
lim U(X) = 0. 
1x1 + +cc 
Next, we consider the case N = 2. 
By U(X) E H’(R’), we get (by the Sobolev inequality) 
u”(x) +f(x) E P(RN), for all qE (2, +oo). 
Then repeating the above arguments, we obtain 
u E W2,q(RN), for qE(2, +co) 
and U(X) + 0, as 1x1 --* +co. 
So, we have proved (3.11). 
Now, we establish the exponential decay for positive solutions of (1.2). 
Without loss of generality, we assume that 6 E (0, 1). 
Set c1= m; we choose R, > 0 large enough such that 
as IxlaR,. (3.18) 
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Let ur(x) = me-“‘l”l+R1), where m=min{u(x) 1 1x1 =R,} >O. For any 
L>R,, we denote 
Q(L)=(xER~IR~<Ix(<L and Ul(X) > W). 
Then Q(L) is open and, for XEQ(L), 
d(U-u,)(x)=(l -Up+! ).-/(X)-[a~-a~~x~l)]ul(X) 
<u(x)- a2- 
[ 
a(N- 1) 
IxI 1 Ul(X) 
G (u-u1)(x) (by (3.18)) 
< 0. 
By the maximum principle, for x E O(L) 
U(X)-ul(x)>min{(u-u,)(x) 1 xEaQ(L)) 
=min{O, ,mmL (U-U,)(X)}. 
x 
Since lim,,, _ +ao U(X) = lim,,, _ +o3 ur(x) = 0, by letting L + co, we find that 
4x) > h(X) for all 1x1 > R,. (3.19) 
Set fl=Jl -6. Since U(X) +O, as 1x1 + +co, there exists R, such that 
l-u(-l>l-; for 1x1 > R,. (3.20) 
The assumption onf(x) tells us that there exist some E, C>O such that 
f(X)~ce-(l+~‘I.~l for all x E RN. (3.21) 
Fixing 6, < E, by (3.19), we have that there is C, > 0 such that 
u(x) 2 Cle-“+60”x’ for all x E RN. (3.22) 
The combination of (3.21) and (3.22) yields that there is Rj > 0 such that 
6 
j u(x) >,.f(x) for 1x1 > R,. (3.23) 
Let u*(x) = Me-P(‘“‘- R4), where 
R, = max{R,, R3jr M=max(u(x) ) 1x1 = R4} >O. 
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For any L > R4, we denote 
@L)={xcRNI R,<Ixl<L and 4x) > dJ4>. 
Then o(L) is open and, for x E f&L), 
LW- 1) 
I-4 > 
V*(X)-(1-Up-‘)U+f(X) 
< p*u*(x) -
( > 
1 - f u(x) +f(x) (by (3.20)) 
=(l-6)(c2(x)-U(X))-$(x)+f(x) 
G (1 -mu,(x) - u(x)) (by (3.23)) 
< 0. 
By the maximum principle, for x~fi(L), 
u*(x) - U(X) 2 min{ (uz - u)(x) ) x E M(L)} 
= min{O, ,mFL (u2 - u)(x)}. 
x 
Since lim,,, _ +oo U(X) = lim,,, _ +m u*(x) = 0, by letting L + 00, we find that 
u*(x) > 4x) for all 1x1 > R,. (3.24) 
Therefore, the combination of (3.19) and (3.24) yields (3.10). Q.E.D. 
4. THE EXISTENCE RESULT 
Let e be a unit vector in RN. Denote 
on(x) =0(x + Ae), AE I%+~), 
where o is the positive solution of (2.2). 
The following lemma is devoted to the energy balance, It will be crucial 
in our argument. We wiIl show that by computing the interaction of “two 
particles.” 
LEMMA 4.1. Assume that JRNf2(x) dx < c(p, N), and 
f(x)GCew{-(1 +E) IN}, VXER~ 
for some positive constants E, C. 
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Then there exists 1, > 0, such that, as A 2 A,, 
sup Z(Uo + to,) < Z(urJ + J”, 
1>0 
(4.1) 
where u0 is the local minimum in Proposition 3.1. 
Proof: Since Z is continuous in H’(ZP), there exists to > 0 such that for 
t-c to, 
Z(u, + to,) < Z(u,) + J” for all IE [O,+co). 
Then we only need to verify the inequality 
sup Z(u, + tw,) < Z(u,) + J” 
f 3 10 
(4.2) 
for A large enough. 
First, we observe that if a, b are arbitrary nonnegative reals then there 
exists a constant C1 > 0 (independent of a, b) such that 
ta+b) P+l>aP+I+bP+l + (p + l)(aPb + abP) - Cla(P+ ‘)/*b(P+ ‘)/‘. (4.3) 
Hence we get 
(u. + toJP + l dx 
b [uo”‘l + (tW~)p+ l  (p+ l)(tu;coA+ (toA)P uo)] dx 
- Cl lRNub” + ‘)‘*( tcoJcP + ‘)‘* dx. (4.4) 
So, for t 3 to, we deduce 
Z(u, + tw,) =; IRN IV(u, + tw,)l* + (u. + to,)* dx 
(u,+ toA)P+’ dx- ftX)(uo + tw,) dx 
1 
<- 
2 s RN 
l~uo12+u~dx-p~jRNu~+1dx-j-RNf(x)uodx 
1 
+;jRN(V(toi)12+(t~l)2dx-- I p+l RN 
(to*) p+l dx 
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- s RN (tuopo~ + (fUJy z&J dx 
- jR”f(X) m:w, dx+ c1 jR,v u~+l)/2(ru~)(p~ IV2 dx 
6 I(u,) + J” + t jRN (( -du,) co,? + u$lJJ dx 
-t I RN (@co2 +f(x) uA) dx - tP I RN wf;uo dx 
+ C1~(“+‘w @+ U/24~+ 11/2 dx 
qMo)+J=L~(F+1U2 wn”uo dx 
-Gj 
RN 
~~+i~/z~~+I)/2~x 
We choose 6 3 0 small enough, such that 
(4.5) 
t+bc(l-a)‘+, and (l+&)<p. (4.6) 
Applying Lemma 3.2, we get that there exist positive constants C,, C, such 
that, for all Iz E [O, +a~ ), 
Next, we observe that if @ E C(P) satisfies 
then 
s #(x)l e’ Ix’ dx c +co for some RN CL > 0, 
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Indeed, by c1 (yl bcr 1x1 +cr Ix+ yl, we have 
I+(X) e-a 1.x + )‘I@ IYI ( Q I,+qx)l ea I-4. 
Applying the dominated convergence theorem, we get (4.9) immediately. 
By using (4.7), (4.9), (4.6), and (2.3), we deduce, as 1-+ +co, 
ap(x)dx+o(l) e-(‘+“)“, 
> 
(4.10) 
and 
G.3 
s 
o(P+1)/2~-(1--s)(P+1)/2(Xl dx 
RN ’ 
=GJ 
O(~+1)/2(X)e-(‘-d”P+1)/21x--el dx 
RN 
(P+1)/2(x)dx+o(1) e-“-“)(P+1)A/2. 
> 
(4.11) 
Then by (4.6), (4.10) and (4.11), we get that there exists I, > 0, for I >/ A0 
tp+l)/2 I o;uo dx - Cl I ubp+l)/20$P+1)/2dx>Q (4.12) RN RN 
Therefore, the combination of (4.5) and (4.12) yields (4.2). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM. Assume that JRN f2(x) dx < c(p, N), and 
f(x)~Cexp(-(l+&)lxI}, Vx E RN, 
for some positive constanls E, C. 
Then problem (1.2) has at least two positive solutions. 
Proof: By Lemma 3.1, there exists pO>O such that 
Z(u)20 for UE S,,. (4.13) 
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From Proposition 3.1, we know that there is a positive solution u0 of (1.2) 
in B,, with Z(u,) < 0. 
We fix I large enough such that (4.1) holds. It is easy to show that there 
exists t, > 0 such that Z(u, + to,) < 0 for t > to (in fact, that can be derived 
from (4.5) immediately for il large enough). 
Set 
r= {YEC(CO, 11, H’WI) I y(O)=uo, Y(l)=u,+to~,} 
c = I:; sp& Z(Y(f)). 
From (4.1) and (4.13), we know 
0 < c = inf max Z(y(s)) < Z(u,) + J”. 
yer SE[O,l] 
(4.14) 
It follows from the mountain-pass theorem of Ambrosetti and 
Rabinowitz [2] that there exists a sequence, (u,,} c H’(RN), such that 
I(%) + G Z’(U”) --t 0 in H-‘(RN) as n+ +co. (4.15) 
By Proposition 3.1, there exist a subsequence (still denoted by {u,,}). non- 
negative integer m, sequences {XL} in R N, 1 d i < m, and a positive solution 
U of (1.2), satisfying 
u,- 
( 
u+ 5 o(.-x;) 
i= I > 
y-+0 in ZZ'(R"'), 
c = Z(U) + mJ". 
Next, we prove ti is another positive entire solution of (1.2). Indeed, if 
u = uo, we have 
c=Z(u,)+mJ". (4.16) 
There are two cases to be considered. 
Case 1: if m=O, we get, from (4.16), 
c=Z(u,)<O 
contradicting (4.14); 
Case 2: if m 3 1, we also get, from (4.16), 
c=Z(u,)+mJ" 
2 Z((u,) + J" 
contradicting (4.14). 
So, we have completed the proof. Q.E.D. 
505/92/2-2 
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